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INTaChAgaZah

7or many years rescarcherw and educato s have be n aware

of the responsibility for and the importance of the decons

involved in acceptiwr candidates for a teacher education

program. Studieca have been conducted with the hope of es.

tablishing a bound babis for judgments but those debitnod to

predict the effectiveness of teachers have produced disap.

pointing results. One possible reason for failure is that the

statistical analysis of the predictive data is inadequate. In

a few studies involving prediction clinical judgments were

used to advantape, hence, it seemed feasible to try this method

of analysis in predicting teadher success. Some clinical psy.

chologists believe that the clinical is superior to the sta.

tistical in predicting behavior because cf the human element

involved.

A longitudinal research project1 is currently being con-

ducted at Iowa state University to predict effectiveness of

homemaking teachers The selection of criteria and predictive

data was begun in 1958 and, in a recent exploratory study,

Crabtree (3) used a statistical analysis to investigate the

relationship of the prediction and the c iterion measures.

The correlations between the two were positive but inadequate

1Iowa state University Agricultural and Home Economics
Exp riment Station Pro ect 1413
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Zor G icton Q4 Vae U aa laav;dmil 1L4it, T1x

pre 1.11: study wilis desi:Ted to -xplooe the usefulness o c

cal judp-ments to predict teacher UUCC044.

several interpretations of the term "clinical judments"

are found in the literature but Thorne's definition has been

accepted au pertinent to the present study:

Clinical judment is operationally deAsined 04 in-

volving the ability to make sound decisions after

gathering and evaluatinz all the pertinent evidence

weitshing possible alternatives in terms of past
experience or normative probabilities, and arriving

at problem volutions which reflect basic science

orientations (the cultural value system against

which scientists operate). (14, p. 128)



REvz OF LIT IVITUPP

The cone rn of educators for man'y yearu with the quality

of teach rs belay' educated has led to numerou4 inveutigations

an ezfort tc ident- y and measure characteristics of a

tiuccesszul teacher beveral have been directed toward pre

diction of teacher eLfectiveness but none was found that used

the clinical method of analyzing data collected for prediction.

The studies here will be limited to those concerned with va .
e

lidity and reliability of clinical judgments and clinical pre-

dictions of performance based largely on non-projective types

of tests Projective data differ so greatly in nature from

those u ad in the present investigation that research ba ed

larr;ely on them was eliminated. Inveutigations involving the

prediction of teacher effectiveness at the secondary level

will include only recent investigations to supplement Crab-

tree's review.

The use of clinical judgments in predicttng performance

has been a controversial issue for some years, particularly

among clinical psychologists and research workers in that

field. Meehl (10) was among the first to question clinical

judgments as being too subjective. Although more recently

(11) he appears to have mudified his view, he continues to

support the actuarial method as the only sound one. The as-

sertion of several writers, including Meehl, that few cli-

nicians have demonstrated validity and that they make no



hettvr tUsn et:i.oAs has CCORqed otc clfatIca1

dholcvists to Hol (6) wd Tho (14) ba e tne

objections to the a umen-cs on the p'crite that the studio

cited compared the performance of the best tnt o with the pre-

dictions of unspec fie() groups of clinicians. Thorne poin s

out that

research whIch sampleo the averaaed judgment of go d
and bad clinicians tends to produce no better than
chance prediction because the superior judgments of
the good clinicians are balanced off by the invalid
judgments of the poor. The crucial test of Ileehl's
hypothesis is to compare the judgments of the best
clinicians with the best actuarial predictions. (1
p. 116)

Holtzman (7) suggested that the relevance of either method can

be determined only by analysia of the activitie involved, and

that discention arises because the supporter& of either method

tend to oversimplify the problem He implied that both

methoda are valuable in their own context the actuarial for

data processing and the clinical 1.o.. Interpretations where the

human element cannot be eliminated.

In an attempt to ubstantiate his belief that clinical

judgments are valid, Newton (12) divided 50 subjects into 4.1.ve

equal groups concisting of the socially adequate, non-hospi-

talized neurotics, and hospitalized schizophrenics. A seven-

point quantitative scale of adjustment wau conatructod to aid

in rating the subjects. Each of 10 psychiatrists and 10 pay-

choLoit, wai asked to evaluate the clinical material of 15

subjects and to rate them in terms of over-all adjustment.

MolraOOIPS.00SIr4Nllk.leCiit.IIF



New on found a high d grce of reliabl ity among tne psychia-

trists judgplents (.91) and the psychologists judgment& (.94)

and a significant relationship (.86) between the judgments of

both disciplines.

.ortie of the criticisms rezardilm validity of clinical

judgmeato Were directed at the unfamiliarity by the cliniclans

with the criteria involved and the use of rating scales with

which they had had little experience. Lewinsohn et al. (9)

investigated the validity of clinical interpretations from a

battery of psychological tests commonly used in practice.

Five psychologists gave blind ratings of test protocols for a

randomly selected sample of 100 psychotic and neurotic hospital

patients. The ratings were based on a battery of tests, age,

and 60x of patiant and recorded on a 234.tem rating scale

which the paycholo8ists had previously helped to develop and

with which they had had experience. Each judge rated 40

subjects, thus providing two independent judgments for each

patient. The criteria were parallel ratings based on the

paticut's hospital chart and on an interviaw by a psychologist

who was unaware of the test results. The authors report that

"validity coefficients obtained were predominately in the di

rection of supporting the validity of the test ratings" but

that "the validity differed with different areas of patienu

functioning."

Instead of using interview data as the criterion measure,

Bobbitt and Newman (2) employed ratings based, in part, on



interviews as one of three bc4seLi for pr1dictir the twee sz; of

ofelcQr candidatet; in the UKtited States Coast Guard Academy.

Each ()Ulcer candidate wits Interviewed by a psychologist and a

p ychiatrist from the medlcal deparirantof the Academy, who

were provided with the Personal Data Questionnaire and availa.

ble test scores for the candidate. The interviewer assigned

an overall rating based on a written summary of his evaluation

and interpretation of the test scores for each candidate. A

second prediction measure was the combined scores for three of

the tests which had been available to the interviewer: 1)

quantitative ability, 2) verbal ability, and 3) bi-dimensional

spatial perception. The third basis for prediction was the

combinad scores of the interviewers rating and the tests just

enumerated. The criterion to be predicted was the degree of

succepa during training in the Reserve Training School, based

on academic achievement and adaptability records which were

considered in the final class standing. These were used to

classify the candidates into four groups. Babbitt and Newman

reported that there was a direct relationship between the pre

diction measures and the success of the officer candidates,

but that the combination of the interview ratings and the test

scores produced a better', prediction than either did separately.

In a prediction of performance of avia ion cadets,

Holtzman and Sells (8) investigated the possibilities of da .

veloping a hypothesis for the quantitative scoring of a group

of screening tests. A group of 100 cadets, 50 who had made
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tiVeMbld adju wents to fli at trainint;, and 50 who had bclen

unuucceuGful in completint; the procYram, were randomly uelected

and an experimental deuign wau developed whereIn each of 19

pnyehologiuts rated 20 cadeto by two methodu; judgment based

on one teat at a time, and judgments based on a global evalu-

ation of the predictIve data available for each subject. In

addition, each judge WaS aaked to state the cues which influ

enced his evaluation and to indicate on a three-point scale

the degrees of confidence he had in the validity of his

judgments. Little relationship batmen-the clinical evalu-

ation of the cadets and the measure of flyinu -uccecs was

found. However, the amount of areoment among he judges for

the global approach tended to be signif cantly better than

chance.

In three recent studies attempts have been made to predict

teacher competence. In search of college records whidh might

be used to predict success Preehill (4) investigated the re

lationship of colleae recommendations and field evaluations.

.he college recommendations were based on the records which

included: 1) entrance ',est data, 2) academic records, and 3)

a report on social and community life which was rated on a

10-point ccale indicatindthe student's degree og strength or

weakness as a teacher candidate. The entrance test data in

eluded CeOres from an academic aptitude =Amin tion, three

Englioh test scores, and 10 scores from instruments developed

in the American Council on Education Study of Evaluation The
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J411 VCVV4 tho fiNaeio ,c t :fee coLiputed Zor oifji

st11),X(t- tciql fi.rwur,41 aud the ma p,I;ttING to i'ia1 IU1

cowmunity lite waG Dased lar:sely on rattas wade aculty

and supervisors of student teaching. The field evaluations

were obtained near ale end o4 the first year of teachtng and

again near the end of the fifth Principals superintendents,

and supervisors or vice principals rated the te cher on the

basis of professional and personal qualities at these two

periods. Freehill reported that there was a positive re

lationship between the principal's judgment and the colle e

recoumendationo, but that on profesoional qualities the later

field evaluation agreed mov,a with the college evaluation than

did the earlier field evaluation

printhall, et a (13) imored the "static per onal

traits which cannot be made operational" and concen rated on a

conceptual framework Lore prediction and evaluation of teachinir

succesu based on observable teacher classroom behavior and its

relationshi) to eoznitive flexibilit rigidity scores of psy .

cholor;ical tect. Twenty-eight subjects were randomly se

lected from a population of graduate students enrolled ta a

waster of arts teaching program which involved one year oA.

study. During the oummer, seven weeho were devoted to In-

tensive supervised student teaching, while half of the follow-

ing academic year was concentrated on full-time classwork and

the other half on intern supervised teaching in a local school

system. The predictive data wore obtained from two

..........0.0111.1.1.*Elmm.-441...10.01110111.10.11..11111101111.06



psycholot!ical tczt, orschach and Visual Xrnp'e4on Test

(VIT), which were adminitercd before the subjects began

student teaching The criterion measure consisted of ratingu

of teacher behavior based on observations durinci a 60-minute

sample of the student teaching period,and subsequent super-

visory-planning conferences. The results indicated that ef

fective teaching and cognitive flexibility-rigidity are

related. bprinthall et al., howtver, suggested that the pre-

dictivt data need to be refined and that complete follow.rup

information of success as a full-time teacher be made to vali

date the criterion measure.

In a study of homemaking teachers Crabtree (3) analyzed

data that had been collected to determine the relationships

between selected predictors and success criteria ueing subjects

who wtre graduates of Iowa State University. During their en

rollment in the University predictiv4 data were collected by a,

battery of instruments: The Cuilford-Zimmermat Temperament

Survey (GZTS) and the Ninnesota Counaeling Invtntory (MCI) to

measure personality traits; the Just Suppose Inventory (.UI)

to indicate certain attitudes; and the Johnson Home Economics

Interest Inventory (=II) to obtain an estimate of vocational

interacts. Also included was the cumulative quality point

averaee (CQPA) at the end of the sophomore year. The three

criteria uuad to determine the effectiveness of a teacher were

teacher-pupil rapport, pupil gain in ability to a ply general

izations in solving problems in home economics and the
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adjustment of the tcachcz' to school a d community. Ixty-four

hommaking to were Jfacluded xn her analytAs. A panel of

judvps rated tne predictom and criteria in terms of their

relative importance and an adaptation of the %I-coefficient pro-

cedure was uced to provide weight& for each. The weighted

predictors were Gummed to obtain composite prediction scores

and, $rniiar31y, composite criteria scores were secured. When

these were intercorrelated she found that academic achievement

had a significant but low correlation with the composite cri

terion score, Also scores on attitudes toward low-income

groups and toward m &Ile and upper class groups correlated

positively with the composite criterion and all individual

criterion scores. Although several scones from the predictive

data exhibited positive correlations with the composite success

scores, the composite scores were not high enough to use in the

prediction of teaching success for an individual.



MECZOD OF aom LIRE

Purpose of tdtudy

This study i part of a 1 n itudinal study to p edict the

effectiveness of homemakin tcaeher s who are graduates of Iowa

state University. tAnce the statistical approach used by

Crabtree did not produce satisfactory estimates for the pram

diction of the success of an individual student, a clinical

analysis was explored using the predictive data available for

80 first-year teachers. The present study was designed also

to determine the number and the type of judges needed to make

reliable estimates.

Description of Population

An attempt was made to obtain data for all graduates who

tau lt in Iown during the period 1961 1962 to 1965-1966. De

cause the achievement tests used to measure pupil gain were

based upon the Iowa UomemaFing Curriculum Guides, only those

Iraduates who taught in Iowa schools were included. since

most firstmyear graduates teach classes at the ninth- or tenth-

grade level, it was not feasible to develop instruments to

mea ure succesu of the few who taught only at other levels

;or this reason the population ic further limited to those

teachin!! Nomem kiwi' I and II classes in Iowa.

Table 1 presents information concerning the number of

home economics education graduates of Iowa atate University
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61 to 3.966 who ttuht UQrerncki C ind/or II el asses in

Iowa, an0 the reasons for excluding a portion ok the popu.

lation from this study.

Table 1 Graduates of Iowa tate trA varsity who tnight Home
making I and/or
1966

I classea from 1961-1902 to 1965.

Or d a

Included in a udy

Incomplete predictive
data

Reftmal to cooperate* 2

aesivoa ion before end
of; year 1

Incov3p1ete success
data**

Errors in adminis
tering test

Late placement of
teacher

TOTAL

1 61 1 62 1963- 1964 1965.
'62 63 '64 '65 '66 TOTAL

17

17 15 29

6 6

1

16 80

17

3. 2 8

1 2

12

3. 2

23 24 25 30 20 122

*buperintendent or teacher
**Largely incomplete administrato s ratings

Incomplete data were available for a large number of the 1961.

62 graduates because the second perscnallty inventory was

selected for use too late to be administered to most of these

studentu



Of the 80 te ccr o4 whom comp1e4 data vere avai able

54 tauht both Homemaking I and II clas C61 21 tuht Home

making I but not Hamemaking II classes, and 5 taught only

Homemaking II cles.

Predictive Data

These da a included the cumulative quality point acrago

and a battery of four instruments. The Guilford-Z2mmerman

Temperment Survey OZTO and the Minnesota Counseling Inven-

tory (MCI) were employed to obtain an estimate of personality

traits, and the Johnson Home Economics Interest Inventory

(JHEII) to determine vocational interests. The Just Suppose

Inventory (JbI), which is not yet published, involves atti

tudes toward other persons and groups.2 The student is asked

to project herself into each of the 12 situations which might

be encountered by a teacher and to select statements which re-

veal her attitudes. The situations relate to: acceptance of

changing conditions in our society, especially broken homes

and mothers working and of parents with little or much edu-

cation; adaptability to'communities cf different sizes and to

various areas within a community, i.e. industrial sections of

a city, slum districts, suburban areas. tolerance of

2Copiet,
cation, Iowa
ituth Lehman,

are on file in Department of Home Economics Edu-
state University. Permission was obtained from
Ohio state University, to use this invento y.
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forei.vn-bora and ethnic voups other than one's own re pect

fov di1:2erent rellrions and for families in the low, Aiddle

and upper income groups, understanding problems involved when

working with low I.Q. or doliquent students, persons living in

a three-pneration family home and attitudes toward parents

in relation to concern about their children's welfare.

The students who entered Iowa btate University au

freshmen were administered two of the inventories either at

the end of the freshmen year or the beginning of the sophomore

year and the other two at or near the and a their sophomore

year, btudents who transferred into the University or into

the Home Economics Education Department reacted to these

inventories soon a ter the transfer. For the students

entering as freshmen the cumulative quality point average was

recorded when they were formally admitted to the.home eco-

nomics teacher program, commonly at the end of their sophomore

year. For the transfer students this average was recorded

when they applied which usually was after the completion of

two qua tors of work at Iowa state University.

The.e data were supplemented in the present study with

information concerning pre-college work experiences and ac-

tivities, a statement by the advisor of the student's

strengths and limitations, and the student's statement of

mo ivation to teach. These were obtained from the Application

for AdinibGion to Teacher Education Curriculum in Home Eco-

nomics. Also included were statements obtained from the



"Instrtctoc 1, rt" which indicate characte istl of be-

havior oberved by the classroom teachers in thc (4011e0 o2

Home conomics. It was hoped that the work eNpuriences and

the activities would give some indication of leadership quali

ties, that the statements of the advisors and the teachers

would supplement information concerning the ability to relaue

to other persons and that the student's statement would pro

vide further insights into the personality and abilities of

the prospective teacher.

Prediction of Success

4 n judges analyzed the predictive data and made as

mates for the 80 subjects. Each judge was provided the infor..

mation previously described and also some data to aid in

interpretations.

For the OZTS a summary3 was developed from the Manual of

Instructions and Interpretations (5) of the qualities which

describe a high and a low scorer for each of the 10 personali

ty chardcteristics In addition the scorec of each subject

were recorded on the profile ba ed on the rospanses of 389

college women reported in the manual. These data were supple

men ed by means and ttandard deviations derived gram a sample

of 100 sophomores in the Department of Home Economics

3.A. copy of Interpretation of Scores . Extremes may be

found in Appendix A.



Education. i c e plAtic ovrcy cont- lin th rr.ctn and

the + one standard deviations from the m an w oulied each

jud

Do criptions of the hi h and the low scorers for the

personality traits measured by the MCI were duplic-ted from

the manual (1). The scores of the 412bjects were recorded on a

profile based on the response of 367 sophomore, junior, and

senior atudentu who were majors in home economics education

The profile for the JHEII has bean pub3.ished4 but since

it is based on scores of Rreshmen home economics students, a

clear plastic overlay indicating the means and the one

standard deviation from the means based on a sample of 100

sophomores enrolled in home economics education wac provided

to facilitate analysis of the scores on this Inventory.

No manual is available for the JSI, therefore an expla-

nat on of the attltudes which might be expressed by high and

low scorers was made from the statements included in the

Inventory.5 A profile which had previously been developed,

based on the response of 330 sophomores enrolled in home eco-

nomics education, was used to record the score of each subject

Of the 10 judges selected, two were clinical psycholo-

gists, five were guidance counselors, and three ware staff

41?ublished by The Iowa S ate College Press, Press
Building, Ames, Iowa.

5A copy of thc Just Suppose Inventory: Interpretation of
Scores may be found in Appendix A.
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members of the home Icouomic s Education Department. Each

judfre analyzed 16 caues which had been ransothly assigned; this

provided two Q tIma4es for each case. An eleven-point scale

was used to dete mine the devee o4 certainty of the esti

mations.6 The judges were dIrec ed Go base ...heir estimates on

the likelihood o2 the utudent being sucecusful in a one-teacher

departr;ient in a high school with an enrollment of less than

400 students, located in a relatively small Iowa town, a popu-

lation of 1200-7000, with few lower class families. This de-

scription was based on information concernIng the most frequent

teaching situations of the teachers involved in the study. It

was assumed that the majority of home economics education

gradu tes of Iowa State University would be employed in simi-

lar situations. Because a few of the graduates taught in

urban communities, a second estimate was also made relative to

success in a larger urban school. In addition, the judges were

acl:ed to explain any score below 6, with the hope that the

explanation would be useful in understanding differences among

judges and in determining which data to continue to collect.

Success Data

The three criteria uued in the project for determining

646. copy of the Judge's Rating sheet may ba found in
Appendix B.
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che .ectiveness ware pupil gain in abi ity to apply

gencralizations, pupil teacher rapport, and teacher adjustment

to school and community.

Pupil gain was determined by two forms of two achievement

tests. Form ,A, administered at the beginning of the school

year, and Form B, administered near the and of the school year

to Homctnakin I and II classes. The tests were developed by

the project leader to assess the gain in ability to apply

generalizations in solving problams in home economics. The

Homemaking I test included five areas of homemaking: food and

nutrition, textiles and clothing, child developmant, family

relations, and housing. The Homemaking 11 tests included

these with the exception of child development since the state

curriculum guide did not contain a unit in this area at this

level. A class mean for Homemaking I classes was computed for

each teacher by subtracting the sum of the scores on Form A

from the sums on Form By and dividing by the number of pupils

who completed both forms, the same procedure was used to obtain

a mean for Homemaking 11 clasoes.

Pupil-teacher rapport data were collected by adminis

terin two forms of the 6ETC inventory, one for Homemaking 1

and one for Homemaking 11 classes. These inventories consist

of statements about the homemaking teacher and class to which

the pupil indicates his .6eelings by agreeing or disagreeing.

The items relate to the teacher's interest in, understanding

of, and attitudes toward the pupil, her willingness to help,
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and the amount or kla. Qg help iven to tha pupil. Each

favorable reoponsc waG Oxen a value of one, all other re

sponscs a value of ero. Class means fo r each teacher were

computed by summing the scores for the classes in Homemakino 1

nd in Homemakinef II and dividing each by the total number of

puplls.

An estimate of eacher adjustment to school and community

was made by the school administrator and recorded on a special

form designed for this purpose. The factor analysis made by

Crabtree yielded two single-item factors and two clusters of

items The former items were Physical Health of Teacher and

Judgmant in Discussion oE Personal and Professional: Problems.

The two clunters involved Vbnagement of Department and Re-

lations with chool Personnel, Pupils and Community. Numeri

cal values of 1 6 were assigned to the responses and numerical

values of the clusters were obtained by summing the scores for

the responses to the items contained in the cluster.

Treatment of Data

In the present investigation the estimate& of 10 judges

were tabulated and the data were analyzed to obtain the degree

of variance due to judges, subjects and measures

A reliability coefficient was computed for one judge

using the following formula:



Who. re

0.9

90

liabil ty of one judge

2 = error variance

subject variance

number of judges

N number of estimates for each judge

An estimate of the reliability coefficient for ten judges

employed the formula:

j

liability of 10 judges

Rj = reliability of one judge

n = number of judgbe
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To vest to the UCUC OZ clinical jirnnt o
predict teacher e22ec iveneus two analyueu of data wore

planned: 1) to determine the rellability of judges' e&t mates

and 2) to corre ate their eat mates and the compolte success

4cores.

An analysis was made to determine where n there was var

ance due to judge, subject, measure, and the interaction be

tween them. Zhe measures are the two estimates each judge

assigned the subject as he evaluated her effectiveness as a

homemaking teacher, The results are presented in Table 20

The F values ware calculated using the error mean square as

the denominator, with the exception ofM, for which the vari

ance of the interaction of CM was used. The analysis yielded

F values that are highly significant for judges, subjects and

measures.

Since one of the purposes of the present study was to

explore the accuracy of clinical judgments, reliabilities of

judges were computed. A reliability coefficient of 142 was

obtained, thus theoretically limiting the validity coefficient

of the judgments to 37. Because the estimates of ten judges

were employed in the preuttnt inv tigation, a reliability coef

ficient for the ten was estimaued. The result was a relia-

bility coefficient of .623, which could not yield a validity

coefficient above .79. This finding would indicate that even

4,1,7
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Table 2 4 lysis of variance of jude,e subjects and meauureu

source 02
variation

bum of
squares

'Mean
square F value

Subjects (C)

Measures CO

C

Judges (J)

J

' Error

Total

720.620

20.503

70.246

165.653

6.903

300-.917

1284.842

79 9.122

20.503

79 889

9 18.406

9 .767

142 2.119

4.30*

23.06*

.42

8.68*

.36

*" cant beyond .001 level

thot01 the ten judges evaluated each case and there was no

error variance in the criterion measurae, the validity of pre

diction of auccess for an individual wuld be inadequate. In

order to increase the reliability and the validity coefficients

of the judges' estimates, at least twice as many cases and/or

judzes need to be included. This, however, is not practical or

feasible because of the time involved for evaluating each ca

In view of the evidence revealed in tha analysis of variance

and the reliability of the judgments it was decided not to

complete an analysis of the judges' estimates and the composite

success scores of the subjects

since the reliability of the judges was low, the data

were examined to discover possible explanations. The judges



had been directed to elve two ctimatc G of ZUcceGG 2or each

subject one tor teachini in a small comunity nd che other

in a larf;er urban area. Both eatlma e4 were desienated by a

numerical rating on the eleven-point certainty scale The

distribution of the judges' first estimate is presented in

Table 3 It reveals a skewed distribution; the judges tended

Table 3 Number of subjects placed at each degree on the
certainty scale by judgea

Juderes

A

Total 0 0

2

2

2 1 5 4 /

2 2 2 3 3 2

1 2 3 2 4 2

2 4 3 6 1

1 2 1 3 2 6 1

1 1 2 4 2 5

2 3 2 1 6 1 1

3 4 5 3 1

2 4 7 3

1 6 6 3

4 13 16 18 37 42 16 9

to rate more subjects toward the upper end of the continuum.

This was to be expected, however, since the sample included

only those students who had been screened before admission to
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the teacher education prog.am, The estirtc of three juddeP

were markedly differeAt Judges H and J tended more than the

others to use the upper end of the continuum and Judge D the

middle,

An ana y is oe. the first estimates of the pairs of judges

for each case revealed that all qudges differed at least three

points on one or more cases. One possible explanation for

these differences might be the lack of the judges' experiences

with the certainty scale.

Table 4 The number of point differences between first esti
mates of judges

Judges Point diffe
0 3. 2

es bat e n ludelo

If 5 6

rst e tima a

7 8 9 3.0

5 4 4

5 6

0 if 5 2

4 3 3. If 2

3 4 4 2 2

2 3 5 2 1

3 4 8 1

6 4 3 1 1

6 4 1

4 4 3. 3 3 3.

2

2

2

1

1 2

3.
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The data in Table 5 indicat that Judges D, F, and J ethibited
tills point dittemnee more than any other judge on both the

first and second estimate. It is suggebted that the cases

estimated by judges DI F, and J be re-evaluated by the judges
who less frequently disagreed and another 'analysis,be made to

determine reliability.

When a judge assigned au estimate of five or less, he was
asked to indicate the reasons for the decision. Upon ex-

amining these, it was found the judges who agreed on the esti-

mates for a case tended to select similar bases. The reasons

Table 5 Number of times estimates of judges disagreed bythree or more points

Judge

A

0

a

E timate 1 Estimate 2

3

2

2

8

5

6

1

1

2

3

4

6

1

7

0

3

4

7



rivou by the jud *4; de rellerenc to al

tliven honee, it appoac6 that all G4

diction. In one caae a judge augacated

al information, i.e. ale of subject and

which she had lived.

e types oE data

re tl eCul in pre

the need for addition-

al= of community in
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WAARY

This investiration i part of a longitudinal research

project being conducted to predict the effectiveness of home

makina, teachers who are graduates of Iowa btate University.

The purpose of the present study is to explore the usefulness

of clinical evaluations for prediction since a recent sta-

tistical analysis of the data revealed the prediction formula

inadequate for reliable estimates of an individual. The plan

was to determine the reliability of the judges' estimates and

to correlate their estimates and the composite success scores

Predictive data collected in the longitudinal study,

which wre availableifor 80 first-year homemaking teachers, .

included the cumulative quality point average and a battery of

four instruments: the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey

and the Minnesota Counseling Inventory to measure personality

traits; the Johnson Home Economics Interest Inventory to indi-

cate vocational interests, and the Just suppose Inventory to

determine attitudes toward other persons and groups. ..These

data ware supplemented with information concerning pre-college

work experience and activities, an estimate by the advisor of

the student's strengths and limitations, and the studeut's

statement of motivation to teach.

Each of ten judges, including clinical psychologists,

guidance counselors, and members of the Home Economics Edu-

cation Department, analyzed 16 randomly assigned cases, thus



providinc two evaluations for each C450. An eleven-point

scale was used to de termine the degree o cercainty of the

es4imation. The juelges were a4ed to evaluate the student

twice, as a teacher in a small community and also in a larger

urban area. In addition they were to indicate reasons for a

score less than 6, with the hope that the explanation wuld be

usnful in understanding differences among judges and in de

termining which data to continue to collect.

An analysis of variance yielded statistically sienificant

differences among judges subjects, and measures beyond the

.001 level. The reliability coefficients computed for one

judge, .142, and estimated for ten judges, .623, indica6e that

a correlation of the judges' estimates and the composite

success scores, as previously planned, was not feasible.

Fu ther examlnation of the data revealed that the judefes'

estimates tended to be placed near the upper end of the

certainty scale, which was not surprising due to the screenins

process for admission to the teacher-education program. Lack

of experience with the use of the certainty scale may have

influenced the judea to make estimates that differed three or

more points on a case, however, three judges exhibited this

point difference more than other judrses. It was suggested

that the cases estimated by them be re-evaluated by the judges

who le.Ai frequently di8agreed and another analysis be made to

determine reliability.

It appears that all of the predictive data are useful

as *aaaagag Aar. -1...liala4ta 00.-ra a -A la ea. asaakiaaaaaaax,.. aea a. a. a aaaaea .aaaaaaaaaaaaala.a Oat = a a aa:a ..4 CS aaaa .610a.ata5. ow, S adaa aasta
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APPENDIXA, I'TATXON 00 TEO' '.CORES

GUILVON,D ZIMMTAYAN TZL'I 1FiT MT4VSY

IN VRETATIOU OF bCOlEs

GENERAL ACTIV
Hilh Score

Low Score

REsTRAINT
High score

Low bcorc

A-C2NDANCE
High Score

Low score -

anmE-
**4*MMAVP**~~c*IIMOMM

TY
strong drive, enetvy, activity, vi a ity
speed, courage, enthusiasm
deliberate, inefficient, inactive, blow

deliberate, consistent,
restratnt, seriousness
impulsiveness, happy Ho
citement

self-control

lucky, loves ex-

social boldness, self d fence , leader, beine
conspicuous, bluffing
social submissiveness, foIi.owcr

OCIABILITY
High score . many friends, conversationalist, social

life, likes limelight, high social interest
few friends, shy, avoid social contacts,
seclusiveness

Low bcore

EMOTIONAL tdTABILITY
High 40core - even mood, opt mistic, cheerful, composed
Low Score moody, gloomy, pesimistiel daydreams,

excitable, guilt and worry feelings

OBJECTIVITY
High score - thick skinned, less egoism
Low bcore self-centered, suspicious, subjective

hypersensitive

F FRIENDLINEss
High Score lack of 2ighting to dencies, pacifisa, veal-

istic way of treating frustrations, urge to
please others, chlsire to be lihed, tolerant
of hostile action, accepts domination,
respects others

Low score hostility, fighting attitude, belligerent,
reuentful, wants to dominate, contempt for
others

aft rarer..6 Acalat. alao 4/***ICII*4 moss 4:1= **-7. - 0*-
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T THOUGHTFULNI
High .dcore - observing behavior of others, ln rest in

thinkia, philosophizing, mental poise,
reflectiveness

Low bcore - thoughtlessness, extraversion, likes overt
acts, dislikes reflection

FERONAL RELATIOn
High :-Jcore - tolerance and understanding of other people,

faith in social institutions, cood personal
relations, cooperative

Low Lcore fault finding, critical of other people and
of institutions, hypercritical, suspicious,
self.pity

14 . 6CULINITY
Hi h 4core not easily disgusted not fcarfu interest

in masculine activi4 s, hard-boil d, re-
sistant to fear

Low score sympathetic, romatic, feminine activities
easily disgusted, fearful, emodonal
expressiveness

larasasi imssysaa. Interpretation of scores

jakEtrita;
High . Parents do their best to understand children and

do what is beet for them; they appreciate the
efforts of the school.

Low - Parents arc too generous and too permissive with
their children; they are unfairly critical of the
school.

II. Attitude toward diffaz'ent biO communities:

High . People are basically the same, regardless of the
size of the community in which they live.

Low *Pam families are behind the times and crude.
omall towns are dull. City people are unfriendly
and critical of others.

III. Attitude toward divorce vad families nere mother worL

Hilji Acceptance of divorce ac part of todays society,
Recognition that parent-child relationships ran
be satisfactory if thc mother works.

Low . Children from broken homes are usually delinquent
A mother's place is in the home. Divorced
parents show little concern for their children.



IV. ttituda toird forc1'-°n born:

Cenerally, 24=Ilies with 2oreian born pa'cntc can
make valuable contributions to our society.

Low - Foreivners tend to increase the crime rate and
lower the stand rd of living.

Attituci e towarc e vons with birth or low ednea., on 1

High - Veople are basically the same rega dless of their
educational level.

Low - Uneducated people are uninterested in the better
things of life and do not cooperate with the
school. Professional people are unwilling to
accept those who work with their hands.

VI. Attitude toward low-income roups:

High People in slum arena are victims of circumstance -
they could do better f given a chance. It would
be a challenge to try to help them.

Low People in slum areas are lazy, indifferent and
have low intelligence.

VII. Attitude toward different religions:

High . Reliious beliefs are personal and d12 or nee
should not inEluence ones acceptance of a person.

Low It would be difficult to work with people whose
religious beliefs differ from mine.

VIII. Attitude toward midd;9.214.222per-elns

Hirh - It is the individual in the group that is im-
portant, not the class they're from.

Low . People fram the upper-class lead an artificial
li2e: lack interest in the school and "real
family life". Niddle-class families are too con-
earned about keeping up with the crowd have
little control over their children.

*

IX. httitudr. toward teaehinte in a t-chool with nInl loci I. Q.

:50707175ont studentG coarmiralaereutpd v.rentb:

High - These students need encouragement and guidance
teaching would be a challenge.

Low - These students wouldn't behave or le^rn anything.
Their parents are failures.

an, itaavaat ..a.,aat aaa.a0 algt:.alk aa.- . aas et. _ rc- 05= a C aa, ar., G 4 aka iataa ZS*



X. " the ttx,r5.n o 1r

finy are pod-hearzed, down to earth people who
appmciate what the schools are doing.

Low LP'boring class amilies are dull. It would be
undesirable to live near them.

XI tociard an ethnic row) other than o own:
*.PP.PM MIMUI

The diZferences are not really iportant between
my vroup and theirs.

Low - They have too many objectionable tr its; parents
do not care what their children do.

XII Attltudo toward a 3 :enerationkmay:
High - Harmonious relationships can be achieved if

family members respect each other.
Low . Old people are bossy and teen agers are incon-

siderate and noisy.
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LZATING LoIMET

Directions

Cuue go.

Assume that this atudent will teach home economics in the
following situation;

a relatively small Iowa town with a population of 1 200-
7,000 in a community with few lower-class fami ies

high school enrollment of 100.400 students
one teacher home economics department

Considering the evidence presented, what is your estimate of
the chances that this student would become an effective high
school teacher of home economics classes?

Indicate your opinion by writing a number from 0 . 10 in the
space provided.

1) If you definitely think this student has the ability
and perwonal qualities that she needs to become an
effective teacher. Write 10 in the space provided.

2) If you definitely think this student does not have
the personal qualities and/or ability to be an
effective teacher, write 0 in the space provided«

3) Use numbers 1 to 9 to indicate another degree of
certainty about her effectiveness or ineffectiveness
A response of 5 indicates you are uncertain, or the
data are inadequate for a judgment.

....1111141.411101011101110.111M11.110 4.01, 41.C:ti{ 411. .41.:14". A.Alk 11. 4i, tta ó4 ,44111411.11.
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JUDGV6 RWING 14.1MT (continued)

The following scale way help you keep these directions in mind,

1 2
Certain about
ineffectiveness

Uncertain

Place your estimate in his box.

Certain about
effectiveness

If your estimate is 5 or below, indicate your reason(s).

IA. this student were to teach in a large school system in an
urb n area, would you chance your estimate of her success?

yes no

If yes place your estimate in this box.

If this new estimate is 5 or below, indicate your reason(s).

...Pi 6.64 4..0 woo cm* -


